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UD PROFESSOR, STEPHEN KING EXPERT DISCUSSES 
HORROR NOVELIST'S MINISERIES ''THE STORM" 
A DEPARTURE FOR KING -"Stephen King's Storm of the Century," a three-part, six-hour 
miniseries beginning Sunday night on ABC, is a change of direction for the popular horror 
novelist, one guided by a desire for a larger audience, says Jim Farrelly, a professor of English at 
the University of Dayton who teaches courses featuring King's books. 
"He's written the script before he's written the book- for a major novelist, this is a real 
departure," Farrelly says. "He's been quoted as saying television is such a huge market that it's 
where he believes he can develop a readership. His aim is to get the story to people who don't 
read him using the visual form, and then to lure them later with the book. It's certainly an 
interesting strategy." 
In the series, a small island town in Maine is trapped by a raging snowstorm as dead bodies 
pile up from a supernatural entity. Previews have been vague about the culprit present on the 
island, which has heightened viewer anticipation, Farrelly believes. "We're all in the dark 
waiting for the story to unfold. I think that attracts a lot of attention and curiosity, particularly 
if you tie it in with a universal experience, such as a storm. Who among us hasn't had an 
adventure in a storm?" 
For media interviews, contact Jim Farrelly at work (937) 229-3435, at home (937) 294-2133 or 
via e-mail at farrelly@checkov.hm.udayton.edu. 
